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Fisk Mills' Postal
Currency Envelope

by MIKE CARTER, NLG 

The Patent Office tag  

In 1869, Fisk Mills of Washington, D. C. had an
ingenious idea — why not make an envelope out of a
postage stamp? An envelope out of a postage stamp, you
say? This may seem ridiculous upon first reading, but
you will see as you read on that actually it was quite an
idea.

Mills believed that if the government would produce
an envelope on whose entire front was printed the
design of a postage stamp it would save considerable
labor and cost to the Post Office Department and would
be more convenient to the general public. The savings to
the Post Office would be accomplished by the self-
cancelling of the "stamp" or "envelope" when it was
addressed across the design, thus eliminating the need
for the time-consuming job of hand-cancelling each
stamped envelope. This would in turn eliminate the
need for machinery to cancel stamps. Another savings
to the Post Office would come from the elimination of
reuse of stamps that were improperly cancelled.

Mills went on to say that businesses could purchase
the envelopes and use them as small change in their
establishments which would promote their use and
result in cheaper postal rates and faster service when
the envelopes became popular. This usage as small
change would also reduce the need for so much
fractional currency, which would save additional
money for the government.

Mills appropriately named his invention the "Cancel-
Abolishing Return-Postage-Stamp Envelope". Why
this idea was never put into use is not known, but we can
see from the letter from the official of the Post Office
Department dated January 30, 1869, that it was highly
regarded. The idea was patented and submitted but
there is no information thereafter on what happened to
the idea or Fisk Mills, for that matter. The photographs
herein are of the original patent model, the only known
example in existence.

Transcript of the Letters Patent
United States Patent Office.

FISK MILLS, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA, ASSIGNOR TO HIMSELF, MARCUS P.
NORTON, OF TROY, NEW YORK, AND GEORGE H.
PENFIELD, OF HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

Letters Patent No. 91,473, dated June 15, 1869.

POSTAL-CURRENCY ENVELOPE.

The Schedule referred to in these Letters Patent and
making part of the same.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Fisk Mills, of the city and county of

Washington, in the District of Columbia, have invented certain
new, useful, and valuable improvements relating to the postal
service of the United States of America, and which I
denominate "Cancel-Abolishing Return-Postal-Stamp

The original patent model. The fancy overall design is
in red on a greenish wood background. The obverse ink
letters conform to lettered descriptions in the patent
application. Printed on paper cut and folded into a 75 x
138 mm envelope.
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Pages from the "Notice of Patents" containing Mills'
description of the "Postal-Currency Envelope" and
diagrams.

Envelope," or "Postal Currency," and which is for use by the
Post Office Department, and which may also be used as "postal
currency" in the country; and I do hereby declare that the
following is a full, clear, and exact description of the same,
reference being hereby had to the accompanying drawings,
and to the letters of reference marked thereon, making a part of
these specifications.

The accompanying drawings show and represent, or
illustrate, one of my said "cancel-abolishing return-postage-
stamp or envelope-currency," which may be used as currency
and for the prepayment of postage upon a letter to the amount
of three cents, having and containing suitable lines and
ornamentations printed upon the entire surface or face of the
same.

The main purpose or object of my said invention and
improvements, is to produce a postage-stamp of sufficient size
and form, and with suitable design or ornamentation. They
may be folded into an envelope to receive any letter, then sealed
therein, addressed, and posted, and which shall be cancelled at
the time, and by the means of the address or superscription, or
by other and necessary writing upon the same, when so folded,
substantially as shown at a a a of the accompanying drawings.

The denomination or value of such postage-stamp or postal-
envelope currency, is indicated by tne numeral or figure 3,
printed upon and across the said superscription-lines a a a, as
shown at b of the said drawings, and at the same time the
following words are printed upon such postal-envelope
currency, at some convenient and suitable place, to wit, "three

cents," and such words will, in all cases, correspond with the
sum, amount, or value represented by the figure or numeral
printed thereon.

At or near the upper left-hand corner, I arrange the directions
necessary to or for a return of the said postal-currency envelope
or envelope postage-stamp, with the contents therein, to the
person writing the same, or to any other person or persons
whose name or names shall have been written thereupon. The
business-card of the person using such postal-currency
envelope or envelope postage-stamp, may be printed thereon in
any suitable or desirable form, while just below the same, may
be the portrait of the Postmaster General, or of any other
person, design, or thing deemed best so to represent, or instead
thereof there may be any other suitable design there to serve as
a "vignette' on such envelope-currency.

The return directions aforesaid named, and also said
business-card or business-advertisement will be so printed
thereon at c and d and such portrait or likeness and "vignette,"
will be so printed thereon at e of the accompanying drawings.

Upon the right-hand side or end of such "postal-envelope
currency" or "envelope postage-stamp," I arrange the figure or
numeral 3, in or within a star-shaped or other style or form of
design, substantially as shown at f of the said drawings.

Above the said design f, and above the said superscription or
address-lines a a a, I arrange and print the title or style of the
envelope or currency, substantially as shown at g of the same
drawings. Any other and suitable designs, forms, or figures, or
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words necessary in order to successfully carry out my said
invention and improvements, may be used and printed, or
otherwise impressed thereupon, which, when done, shall be
substantially the same as my "postal-envelope currency," or
"envelope postage-stamp."

I make my said postal-envelope currency or envelope
postage-stamp, in size large enough to admit of being folded so
as to form the envelope of any desirable or any suitable size or
style for use in the reception of printed or written letters for
transportation in and through the mails. I print upon all that
part or surfacing forming the front of the said postal-envelope
currency or envelope postage-stamp, when folded into the
required form of an envelope, ready for use or for the reception
of the letter to be transmitted therein as aforesaid, the design,
letters, words, figures, lines, and form shown in and by the
accompanying drawings, or substantially the same, whereby
to carry out in a successful manner the object and purpose of
my said invention and improvements, aforesaid described and
set forth, and as contained in the accompanying drawings.

The said "postal-envelope currency" or "envelope postage-
stamp," thus constructed, may be of any size or denomination
required, and the same will serve the double purpose of a stamp
for the payment of postage on letters, circulars, &c., and an
envelope, and therefore the same has been named and styled as
herein-before set forth.

The said postal-envelope currency or envelope postage-
stamp, will be cut into the required form or shape for folding,
and thereafter the aforesaid described design or engraving
shown by the accompanying drawings, and containing my
said invention and improvements, will be printed or otherwise

The letter to Mills from the Third Assistant
Postmaster General, praising his idea.
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impressed thereupon, when the same will be folded into the
- form and size of an envelope in some suitable manner, and by
any suitable and convenient means, and then the respective
parts of the same will be gummed and fixed ready for use in the
postal service.

The advantages of such postal-envelope currency or
envelope postage-stamp, are many. Writing the address or
superscription upon the same, serves for the full, perfect, and
permanent cancellation, and thus and thereby prevents fraud
upon the postal revenue by a second or re-use of postage-
stamps. This address or superscription is so put upon such
envelope-currency or envelope postage-stamp, before the letter
is posted, and the postmaster, when the same is thus posted,
has only to inspect the same, to see the address or
superscription aforesaid, and is thereafter saved the time,
labor, and expense of cancelling the postage-stamp by some
instrument now used for that purpose upon all other kinds of
postage-stamps, whether the same be permanently upon such
envelope, or affixed thereto, and such as now in use by the Post
Office Department in this country. Business-men may
purchase my said "postal-envelope currency" or "envelope
postage-stamp," of the Postmaster General, and keep the same
on hand for use as change in the transaction of their business,
which is not only a great convenience to them, but it would
have great influence in increasing the use of such envelopes by
those doing business in and through the mails, which would be
a very desirable thing on the part of the Post Office
Department, and it would also serve as a great means in
lessening and cheapening the postage upon letters and all
matter where the same may be used.

If the person using my said postal-envelope currency or
envelope postage-stamp for transmitting of letters or other
matter in the mails, shall not wish or desire the return of the
same, then such person may omit to write or print such request
for return, upon said envelope, or in place of such request, such
person may write or print the following words, to wit, "not
returned," as the case may be.

My said postage-stamp or currency may be of any size
required by the Postmaster General.

_When letters are desired to be returned, the_postmark upon
said envelope will serve to show or indicate the post office to
which such letter is to be so returned.

There may be, if deemed best, some suitable design printed
upon the back side or upon the flaps of my said envelope
postage-stamp or postal-envelope currency; but it is not
essential in order to successfully carry out the object and
purposes of my said invention and improvement, which also

will serve to guard against and prevent counterfeiting upon the
postal service, as well as serve to prevent all attempts at fraud
upon the postal revenue by a second or re-use of the postage-
stamp. The postage-stamp being the envelope, and the
envelope being the postage-stamp, the cancellation of the same
must be certain, complete, and permanent, in the manner and
by the means substantially as herein described and set forth.

Having thus described my said invention and
improvements,

What I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is-
1.a postage-stamp-envelope currency constructed, arranged,

and combined in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as herein described and set forth.

2. Also, a postage-stamp folded into an envelope of the
requisite size to receive letters for mailing and having the
postage-stamp so printed, and impressed, and arranged
thereon, that it shall be cancelled in the manner and by the
means substantially as herein described and set forth.
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In testimony whereof, I have, on this 2d day of June, 1869,
hereto set my hand, in the presence of two witnesses, to wit-

FISK MILLS.
Witnesses:

F. W. Dow,
C. M. Swany.

Transcript of the P.O.D. Letter

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Finance Office

Jan. 30, 1869
Fisk Mills, Esq.

Sir:
Your idea of preparing a letter envelope with a postage stamp

in such form that the address must necessarily cancel the
stamp, is, in my opinion, a very good one. If such envelopes are

Whole No. 100

authorized by law to be furnished at the cost of the stamp, they
will be generally used, and save a great amount of labor in Post
Offices, and also afford protection against fraud. I think the
cost of the envelopes to the Department would be more than
compensated by the saving of labor in Post Offices—to say
nothing of a possible increase of revenue to be expected from
the virtual reduction of postage.

Very respectfully,
A.N. Zeuely
Third Asst. PM General

Editor's Note:

The reader is referred to the article "Postal Currency
Envelope" by M. R. Friedberg which appeared in Paper Money
No. 85, page 29. In it Mr. Friedberg approaches the subject from
the philatelic viewpoint, basing his observations on a listing of
the envelope in the Thorp-Bartels Catalogue of United States
Stamp Envelopes and consultation with a well-known
authority on postal stationery, William Maisel.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING

WASHINGTON, D.C.

This is one 01 the National Bank notes issued in the Second Charter Period. July 12. 1882 to April 11.
1902, all in Series 1882. National Bank Notes were authorized by the National Currency Act signed by

President Abraham Lincoln on February 25. 1863. and were one of seven different types of paper currency in
circulation during and atter the Civil War

"Brown Backs: as this note is referred to. were placed in circulation from 1882 until 1908 Bank charter
numbers were printed in green ink on the backs within the geometric design. National Bank titles and state

locations were printed on the lace of each note In various forms and types

INTERNATIONAL PAPER MONEY SHOW
MEMPHIS COIN CLUB — MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE - JUNE 18-20, 1982.
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BEP Memphis '82 Souvenir Card

The second souvenir card of the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing's 1982 program commemorated the International
Paper Money Show in Memphis, Tennessee.

The card features an engraving of one of the National Bank
Notes issued in the Second Charter Period, July 12, 1882 to
April 11, 1902, in the 1882 series. These notes were authorized
by the National Currency Act signed by President Abraham
Lincoln on February 25, 1862, and were one of seven different
types of paper currency in circulation during and after the Civil
War. The card is printed on a combination of the one-plate
monocolor intaglio press and the two-color offset press.

Cards are priced at $4.00 each at the BEP Visitor Center. The
cost through the mail is $5.00 per card with a 504 per card
discount for bulk orders of 10 or more.

In addition, a limited number of special Post Office machine-
cancelled cards with the 200 Flag stamp affixed will be

available for mail at $5.50 each, and mail orders will be filled
until such stock is exhausted. As with uncancelled souvenir
cards, any bulk mail order of 10 cards or more will be sold at a
50¢ discount per card. The card will then remain on sale for 90
days or until all supplies are exhausted, whichever comes
earlier.

Requests should be made on letter-size sheets, including
purchaser's name, address, and zip code. This information
should appear on both the order and the transmittal envelope.

Mail orders accompanied by a remittance of $5.00 in the form
of a check or money order payable to the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing (BEP) should be addressed to MEMPHIS '82,
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING,
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20228. Customers are requested not to
send cash with their orders and to allow 90 days from issue date
for delivery.
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